The Four-Hour Day
by ET and the Boy
Capo +1

Chords (verse): C G | F G | (3x) | C G | F C |
Chords (chorus): C G C G | F G F G | F C | G CG | FG FG | F G C |
Chords (bridge): C G | am C | am C | F G |

Verse:
My friend Tom can't find a job
He's feeling kinda blue
Says "Hasn't anybody got some work for me to do?"
Cheer up Tom, it ain't so bad
There's no work to be found
There's still plenty of idleness
Enough to go around! We need...

Chorus:
The four-hour day, the four-hour day
That's four hours' work for eight hours' pay
If there's no work, well that's okay
We'll spend our time some other way
We've all gotta eat, that's why we say
Let's have the four-hour day!

Verse:
Hey, I just thought we do a lot
Of profit-driven work
Like advertising, supervising
Any kind of clerk
Well, what if we produce for use
Stop trying to make profit?
It seems to me that suddenly
We all could take time off! It's called...

Chorus (repeats)

Bridge:
If there's no work to do in the orchard
I guess we have apples aplenty
Bake a pie with four and twenty
Eat with all of you